
WRITING # 2 – expanding thinking All American Boys 

READ & THINK 

After having read All American Boys by Jason Reynolds & Brendan Kiely, choose 

one of the three selections to take your thinking further. Give each selection & 

writing choice a moment of your time before jumping in so you make the best 

choice for you.  

Choice #1 – NYT YOUTH RADIO’s 1
st
 experience w/ racism essays 

Read the collection of essays and then write your own.  Is there a specific 

incident or time you remember becoming aware of racist behaviors?  Whether it 

was directed at you or whether you witnessed it or whether you were part of it 

(and are maybe not so proud of it now) write about that incident.  (Note:  Do 

not write any “reverse-racism” examples here. That’s a conversation for another 

day, but it’s honestly also not a thing.) 

Choice #2 – BRENDAN KIELY’S THE OTHER TALK ch. 3 

Read chapter 3 “So what is this talk I never got?” from Kiely’s book about 

reckoning with white privilege.  Then write your own commentary or experience 

surrounding “the talk” or lack of it.  (Note:  This is a great choice for white 

people.  Something we maybe haven’t thought about a lot.) 

Choice #3 – DUNCAN TONATIUH’s “Why are there racist people?”  

From a book titled The Talk: conversations about race, love, & truth, read this 

essay/chapter and share your thoughts, reactions, or commentary.  Can you 

apply what’s here to your life? What’s worth talking about? 

Consider that one of the primary characteristics of essay is to connect the 

specific to the universal – to get to the why it matters.  Write what you need to 

write while working to make the piece a full page long (please double space).  

Tech Steps: 

1. Use Google docs to start a new document.  Do this through GClassroom by 

going through the classwork tab and this assignment – then, it will appear where 

it should. 

2. Name it YourLastName Writing 2(not literally – replace that with YOUR last 

name). 

3. Just use a regular font size (the default is good).  Please set the spacing to 

double.  

4. Write your one-page paper.  Be sure to shift paragraphs where ideas shift, and 

be sure the ideas and writing in this paper are original to YOU!! 

 


